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From slaughter to sanctuary, The Whales' Journey describes the experiences of the humpback whales as
they travel between the cold Antarctic and the warm tropical seas off northern Australia in what is one
of the longest migrations in the animal world. It is also the story of human impact on humpback whale
populations, which were decimated almost to extinction during the first sixty years of the twentieth
century. Humpback whales are now protected by a fabric of regulations, sanctuaries, treaties and
ultimately by human concern for them and their environment. This passionate, carefully researched and
richly illustrated book brings to life the story of whaling in Australia, along with the associated
tale of the long, sometimes fruitful and sometimes vexed relationship between scientists and whalers.
The Whales' Journey is a message of hope and warning. As the fight to protect the earth's environments
and species continues, the sparing of the humpback whale is an engaging tale of success and
possibilities. As we constantly search for new resources to exploit, we need look no further than the
humpback whale to see how simple it is to avoid the destruction of a whole species.
'Never one to shy away from moral and ethical dilemmas . . . Picoult gives her readers all the
virtuosic plotting, cliffhangers and twists they've come to expect' Jane had always lived in somebody's
shadow. Escaping a childhood of abuse by marrying oceanographer Oliver Jones, she finds herself taking
second place to his increasingly successful career. However, when her daughter Rebecca is similarly
treated, Jane's dramatic stand takes them all by surprise. Jane and Rebecca set out to drive across
America to the sanctuary of the New England apple orchard where Jane's brother Joley works. Oliver,
used to tracking male humpback whales across vast oceans, now has the task of tracking his wife across
a continent. To do so he must learn to see the world - and even himself - through her eyes... THE BOOK
OF TWO WAYS, Jodi's stunning new novel about life, death and missed opportunities is available to preorder now.
This account of the threats and challenges face by the humpback whale during his first year of life is
based on real events observed and documented by whale watchers and scientists and tells the story of a
young whale migrating from the Hawaiian island of Maui to Alaska.
"Denali's Great Ocean Adventures" is focused on a young Humpback Whale and his journey of the annual
migration, of the humpback whale from Alaska to the Hawaiian Islands. His journey is full of adventure,
excitement and new friends he meets along the way. The book is educational mixed with fun adventure. An
easy way for a child to learn without a school room affect
Humpbacks of Hawaiʻi
Humpback Whale Migration
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Delta & Dawn
Ben and the Whales
JOURNEY OF A HUMPBACK WHALE(CD1장포함)(DK READERS (BOOK & CD) LEVEL 2)(Paperback)
Beautiful Whale

Whale Song details one man's intimate journey as he observes the humpback whales in Bermuda, the only place outside of feeding and breeding
grounds where these whales have been observed underwater. Stevenson's high-definition, beautiful photographs and close, personal writing
threaded throughout along with his research, creates an inspiring book for any whale lover.
Diego needs help from the reader as he goes to the aid of a beached baby humpback whale, in this fictional story which includes some facts
about whales at the end.
When mother and calf humpback whales accidentally wander up the Sacramento River they are met with scientists, rescuers, and crowds of
appreciative onlookers as attempts are made to coax them back to their ocean home.
A happy humpback yearns for warmer seas, for the Antarctic is a little too cold, now that autumn is here. The northward journey that the
humpbacks take every year.
Two Incredible Journeys Across the Sky and Sea
The Sea Swallow and the Humpback Whale
Whale Song
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
The Long Journey Back
Humpback Whales
Explores how humans' view of whales changed from the nineteenth to the twentieth century, looking at how the sea mammals were once
viewed as monsters but evolved into something much gentler and more beautiful.
A young girl imagines how different her life would be if she were a ferret.
Whales played in the ocean below the cliff paths where Ben and Grandpa had often walked. The windswept milkwood was their lookout.
Mysterious and magnificent creatures, Grandpa would say, "flying giants of the sea!" Together they read stories about whales, made new
pages for Grandpa's scrapbook, or went to the museum to see the whale skeleton. But just before summer things changed: Grandpa
stayed in bed ...days passed. And then Grandpa died. Noticing that Ben finds it hard to say good bye, Dad takes Ben to the milkwood
where Ben and Grandpa would often sit, and tells him a story: Long ago a whale-calf was born in their bay. Every day he frolicked and
swam with his mother and an old humpback whale, but when the time came for the whales to travel back south, the old whale could not
make the journey with the others. The whale calf had to say good bye too. This gentle story on bereavement will strike a chord with both
children and adults alike.
Many disenchanted Westerners have gone to the Himalayas in search of renewal, but no one has written about the experience as
perceptively and personally as Andrew Stevenson in Annapurna Circuit. A traveller all his life, Stevenson responds to people and places
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with an openness unique to the cultural nomad - his portraits of the men, women and children of the Annapurnas, and the fellowbackpackers from all over the world who intermittently shared his journey, are a delight; his descriptions of the landscape, and the
physical hardships of the trek are enthralling. But like every travel book of real quality, this is also the result of a spiritual journey. A richly
rewarding read on every level, Annapurna Circuit is a modern travel classic in the tradition of Peter Matthiesson's Snow Leopard and
Andrew Harvey's Journey to Ladakh.
A Humpback Whale's First Perilous Year
A Siren's Journey
A Humpback Whale Tale
Humphrey the Lost Whale
Journey of a Humpback Whale(TAPE1개포함)(DK Readers 시리즈 Level 2)(Paperback)
The Journey of the Humpback Whale

Follow the Humpback Whale's journey to warmer waters in the Marvelous Migrations series. Focused
on 21st century content, engaging inquiry-based sidebars encourage young readers to think,
create, guess, and ask questions. Book includes table of contents, glossary, index, author
biography, and sidebars.
Discover the fascinating world of humpback whales, including their childhood, their search for
food and the three-month migration to reach Antarctica in this highly photographic information
book.
Following in the footsteps of John Steinbeck, Cacucci travels through endless expanses of
desert, salt mountains and rows of cacti with thorns so sharp that they can impale thirsty
birds... Written with humour and heart, this is an insight into an ecosystem under threat and he
describes the landscape and its inhabitants with compassion and respect.
Winner of the 2021 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction * Finalist for the 2020
Kirkus Prize for Nonfiction * Finalist for the PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award A
“delving, haunted, and poetic debut” (The New York Times Book Review) about the awe-inspiring
lives of whales, revealing what they can teach us about ourselves, our planet, and our
relationship with other species. When writer Rebecca Giggs encountered a humpback whale stranded
on her local beachfront in Australia, she began to wonder how the lives of whales reflect the
condition of our oceans. Fathoms: The World in the Whale is “a work of bright and careful
genius” (Robert Moor, New York Times bestselling author of On Trails), one that blends natural
history, philosophy, and science to explore: How do whales experience ecological change? How has
whale culture been both understood and changed by human technology? What can observing whales
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teach us about the complexity, splendor, and fragility of life on earth? In Fathoms, we learn
about whales so rare they have never been named, whale songs that sweep across hemispheres in
annual waves of popularity, and whales that have modified the chemical composition of our
planet’s atmosphere. We travel to Japan to board the ships that hunt whales and delve into the
deepest seas to discover how plastic pollution pervades our earth’s undersea environment. With
the immediacy of Rachel Carson and the lush prose of Annie Dillard, Giggs gives us a “masterly”
(The New Yorker) exploration of the natural world even as she addresses what it means to write
about nature at a time of environmental crisis. With depth and clarity, she outlines the
challenges we face as we attempt to understand the perspectives of other living beings, and our
own place on an evolving planet. Evocative and inspiring, Fathoms “immediately earns its place
in the pantheon of classics of the new golden age of environmental writing” (Literary Hub).
The Extraordinary Journey
Basking with Humpbacks
A Journey Among Southern Humpback Whales
I Wish I Were a Furry Ferret
The Whales Know
Fathoms

Humpback whales can hold their breath up to 45 minutes as they torpedo through ocean
waters! These mighty mammals migrate from their summer arctic waters to the warm, winter
waves near the equator to give birth to their calves. Young readers will want to dive
into this title and follow the travels of humpback whales.
In their internationally acclaimed book Hawai'i's Humpback Whales, whale experts Dr. Paul
Forestell and Gregory Kaufman provided wildlife watching enthusiasts with an exceptional
guide to the endangered humpback whales that come to Hawai'i each winter to mate, give
birth, and care for their young.
Discusses the physical features, environment, eating habits, life cycle of the humpback
whale, as well as the dangers they face and their unique way of communicating.
Explains what causes humpback whales to migrate. Beautiful photos, fact-filled text, and
helpful infographics help readers learn all about the science behind this phenomenon as
well as ways that people study or protect it.
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Humpback Whales: A Journey to Warm Waters
Journey of a Humpback Whale
On Foot Around the Annapurnas
Happy Humpback Whale
A Nepalese Journey
The Sounding of the Whale
Describes how a migrating humpback whale mistakenly entered the San Francisco Bay in 1985 and swam sixty-four
miles inland before being led back to the sea by people concerned for his welfare.
"A year in the life of a humpback whale, and a century in the history of whaling."
Now in ebook format, this is a static, generic epub. This ebook is a multi-level learning-to-read programme combining
DK's highly visual style with appealing stories at four graduated levels. Stunning images and engaging, age-appropriate
stories are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills and general knowledge. It allows
progression from stories for beginning readers with simple sentences and word repetition through to stories with rich
vocabulary and more challenging sentence structure for proficient readers. Written by children's authors and compiled by
leading experts in the field of literacy, this ebook captures children's interest and helps them learn.
DIVPhotographer and conservationist Bryant Austin’s breathtaking photographic project Beautiful Whale is the first of its
kind: It chronicles his fearless attempts to reach out to whales as fellow sentient beings. Featuring Austin’s intimate
images—some as detailed as a single haunting eye—that result from encounters based on mutual trust, Beautiful Whale
captures the grace and intelligence of these magnificent creatures. Austin spent days at a time submerged, motionless,
in the waters of remote spawning grounds waiting for humpback, sperm, and minke whales to seek him out. As
oceanographer Sylvia A. Earle says in her foreword to the book, “As an ambassador from the ocean—and to the
ocean—Bryant Austin is not only a source of inspiration. He is cause for hope.†? Praise for Beautiful Whale: “You can’t
help thinking, with every passing page, that this is what’s it’s like to swim with the whales.†? —The Wall Street Journal
/div
The Breath of a Whale
The World in the Whale
Mother & Baby Whales' Journey
The Journey of Humpback Whales
The Envelope
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Walking up to Everest Base Camp

Describes how humpback whales communicate with each other and how the sounds they make help them survive, and discusses their
habitat, diet and behavior.
From the author of The Hidden Lives of Owls, an exploration of the elusive lives of whales in the Pacific Ocean, home to orcas, humpbacks,
sperm, blue, and gray whales. Leigh Calvez has spent a dozen years researching, observing, and probing the lives of the giants of the deep.
Here, she relates the stories of nature's most remarkable creatures, including the familial orcas in the waters of Washington State and British
Columbia; the migratory humpbacks; the ancient, deep-diving blue whales, the largest animals on the planet. The lives of these whales are
conveyed through the work of dedicated researchers who have spent decades tracking them along their secretive routes that extend for
thousands of miles, gleaning their habits and sounds and distinguishing peculiarities. The author invites the reader onto a small research
catamaran maneuvering among 100-foot long blue whales off the coast of California; or to join the task of monitoring patterns of humpback
whale movements at the ocean surface: tail throw, flipper slap, fluke up, or blow. To experience whales is breathtaking. To understand their
lives deepens our connection with the natural world.
Following three key routes - the classic Annapurna Circuit, the short, but sensational, Annapurna Sanctuary, and the epic trail north into the
secretive principality of Mustang- Andrew Stevenson's photographs, maps and text provide a record of the landscape of Nepal's Annapurna
Himal, its peoples and the physical experience of trekking.
As the Arctic summer fades, the sea swallow and the humpback whale share the challenge of an epic voyage. Follow the animals on their
perilous adventure, as they face drifting fishing nets, lurking killer whales, relentless rain and fierce, icy winds. With breathtaking illustrations
by Gerry Turley, travel across the sky and sea to experience one of the longest and most dangerous animal migrations.
Annapurna Circuit
Journeys Into the Secret Lives of the North Atlantic Humpbacks
Himalayan Journey
Songs of the Humpback Whale
Science and Cetaceans in the Twentieth Century
The Snail and the Whale

Tells about the annual migration of the Humpback Whale from Hawaii to Alaska.
When the seasons change, many animals migrate to new homes. Readers will learn about these fascinating
creatures in Nature’s Great Journeys. This series explores the physical features, behaviors, and histories of
migratory animals with easy-to-read text and vivid images. This is an AV2 media enhanced book. A unique book
code printed on page 2 unlocks multimedia content. This book comes alive with video, audio, weblinks, slide
shows, activities, quizzes, and much more.
Twelve years after his classic travel narrative Annapurna Circuit Andrew Stevenson returns alone once again to
the Himalayas on a deeply personal quest, a journey both corporal and spiritual. Narrowly escaping paralysis
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after shattering his spine in a motorbike accident weeks after his younger brother's untimely death, Stevenson's
hike up to Everest Base Camp is as much introspective passage of healing as intriguing depiction of his fellow
backpackers and the Sherpa people. Lying in a hospital bed in a morphine-induced state of hallucination after
his accident, Stevenson promises himself to go back to the Himalayas, to heal. Five months after his mishap,
and against all the odds, this recuperative solitary climb into high mountain valleys provides a spectacular
backdrop to an emotional acknowledgment and acceptance of a lost sibling. Interlaced with the hardships of
pushing to the edge of personal physical endurance and beyond, The Envelope: Walking up to Everest Base
Camp is a richly rewarding read on every level.
Basking with Humpbacks offers an exciting, close-up look at some of the most rare marine creatures living in
New England waters and examines the complex threats they face. In eleven chapters, each featuring a different
animal or plant, McLeish takes readers on an entertaining journey with scientists who study these species. The
author follows basking sharks - the second largest fish in the sea - in their hunt for food, helps harbor porpoises
escape from fishing nets, snorkels in search of wild bay scallops, and learns how the blood of horseshoe crabs
is used in medical research. Along the way he visits the islands where rare seabirds nest, tracks humpback
whales on their long migration to the Gulf of Maine, and watches as stranded leatherback turtles are returned to
the ocean. These first-person experiences are coupled with interviews with biologists and other experts who
explain in their own words the important role these creatures play in the marine ecosystem and what steps must
be taken to protect them. In examining the natural history of selected plants and animals, McLeish also
discusses the physics of waves and currents, the geology of the seabed, the chemistry of sea water, and other
natural factors that influence the survival of New England marine life.
Tales from Tim Faulkner
Whale Odyssey
The Whales' Journey
Encounters with Whales
The Science and Spirit of Pacific Ocean Giants
Tracking Threatened Marine Life in New England Waters
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: In this latest book by acclaimed science writer April Pulley Sayre, young readers follow
along as a mother humpback whale and her calf make their annual trek from the warm waters of the Caribbean to their
summer feeding grounds off the coast of New England and back again. Within this extraordinary story of migration,
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Sayre provides information about how humpback whales breathe, sing, and how they got their name̶a secondary
layer of text expands upon the more intricate details. But aside from the basics about the humpback whale species,
HERE COME THE HUMPBACKS! also delves into the dangers these whales face̶from other mammals and sea life such
as hungry orcas, to man-made threats like pollution and giant ships. Jamie Hogan s stunning, rich pastel illustrations
complement Sayre s text beautifully, and make this book a great choice for a read-aloud in the classroom, library, or at
home.
Here Come the Humpbacks!
The Singer
The Wonderful Journey
Humpback Whale
A Journey to Warm Waters
The Great Ocean Adventures of Denali's Exciting First Journey
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